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The measurement of the cosmic ray energy spectrum, in particular for individual species of nuclei, is an
important tool to investigate cosmic ray production and propagation mechanisms. The determination of the
“knees” in the spectra of different species remains one of the main challenges in cosmic ray physics. In fact,
experimental results are still conflicting. In this paper we report a measurement of the mixed proton and
helium energy spectrum, obtained with the combined data of the ARGO-YBJ experiment and a wide field of
view Cherenkov telescope, a prototype of the future LHAASO experiment. By means of a multiparameter
technique, we have selected a high-purity proton plus helium sample. The reconstructed energy resolution is
found to be about 25% throughout the investigated energy range from 100 TeV to 3 PeV, with a systematic
uncertainty in the absolute energy scale of 9.7%. The found energy spectrum can be fitted with a broken
power-law function, with a break at the energy Ek ¼ 700 230ðstatÞ  70ðsysÞ TeV, where the spectral
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index changes from−2.56 0.05 to−3.24 0.36. The statistical significance of the observed spectral break
is 4.2 standard deviations.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.092005 PACS numbers: 96.50.sb, 96.50.sd, 98.70.Sa
I. INTRODUCTION
Galactic cosmic rays are believed to originate from
astrophysical sources, such as supernova remnants.
Several acceleration mechanisms have been proposed to
describe the observed power-law behavior of their energy
spectrum [1], but the identification of sources able to
accelerate particles up to PeV energies and beyond is still
one of the main open problems of high-energy astrophys-
ics. A handful of significant structures in the cosmic ray
spectrum has been observed, the most important being the
so-called “knee,” a clear steepening around 3 × 1015 eV
[2,3]. The knee is believed to be a strong constraint for
acceleration and propagation models. In one scenario, for
example, the knee represents the highest energy that the
Galactic cosmic ray sources can reach in accelerating
particles [4,5]. The spectrum of all cosmic rays, however,
does not appear to bend sharply, suggesting that different
species may have different cutoff energies and that the flux
mayhave contributions fromextragalactic sources, expected
to dominate the flux at energies above 1017–1018 eV [6].
Unfortunately, a straightforward investigation of the spectral
features has been very difficult in the past, mainly due to the
following experimental limitations: (1) Direct measure-
ments of cosmic ray spectra for specific nuclear species
performed by space or balloon-borne detectors are con-
strained by their small exposures due to limited payloads, so
that statistically reliable measurements cannot effectively
extend to an energy higher than 1014 eV [7,8], which is far
below the knee. (2) Ground-based experiments detecting
extensive air showers (EAS) are affected by large uncer-
tainties in the primary particle energy reconstruction and
lack of effective methods to determine the mass of primary
particles [9,10]. In EAS experiments, both energy and mass
reconstructions largely rely on model-dependent shower
simulations. As a consequence, mainly because of the
unknown cosmic ray composition and imprecise energy
calibrations, the position of the knee of the cosmic ray
spectrum ranges between 1 and 6 PeV according to the
different experiments, as summarized in Ref. [2] and in
Fig. 1 of Ref. [11]. The uncertainty in the measurement of
the pure proton spectrum is still large, e.g. the proton knee is
found at several hundreds TeV by CASA-MIA [12] and at a
few PeVs by KASCADE [10]. The lack of a precise
evaluation of the knee energy for individual species prevents
a fruitful developement of well-founded theories on the
origin of cosmic rays.
The situation has improved with the data of the ARGO-
YBJ experiment. ARGO-YBJ is an EAS detector made of a
continuous array of resistive plate chambers (RPC), oper-
ated at 4300 m above sea level in Tibet [13]. The capability
to record almost every secondary charged particle of
showers incident on the RPC carpet, brings down the
energy range studied by ARGO-YBJ to overlap that of
CREAM [7], allowing a cross-check with direct measure-
ments up to energies of ∼100 TeV. With the measurement
of the displacement of the Moon shadow under the effect of
the geomagnetic field, ARGO-YBJ can calibrate the
absolute energy scale up to 30 TeV [14]. Selecting light
primaries according to the lateral distribution of secondary
particles near the shower core, ARGO-YBJ performed a
measurement of the hydrogen plus helium (H&He) spec-
trum between 3 and 300 TeV, with a systematic uncertainty
less than 10% [15,16].
Using a multiparametric analysis, the combined detec-
tion of showers with both ARGO-YBJ and a wide field of
view Cherenkov telescope (WFCT) [17] further improves
the resolution of reconstructed energy and the separation of
showers induced by H&He from those initiated by heavier
nuclei [18]. In this paper we describe the analysis of
the coincident events recorded by ARGO-YBJ and the
WFCT and report the observation of a kneelike feature at
700 230 TeV in the cosmic H&He spectrum. The hybrid
experiment, data and simulations are described in Secs. II
and III. The procedure of the primary energy reconstruction
and the selection of a high-purity sample of proton and He
events are described in Secs. IV and V. The final H&He
energy spectrum is presented in Sec. VI. In Sec. VII we
discuss the possible sources of systematic errors that affect
both the measurements of the H&He flux and the primary
energy. Further discussions and conclusions are given in
Secs. VIII.
II. THE HYBRID EXPERIMENT
The data used in this work were collected simultaneously
by ARGO-YBJ and a single wide field of view Cherenkov
telescope located at the Yangbajing Cosmic Ray
Observatory (Tibet, 4300 m asl, 606 g=cm2). The
Cherenkov telescope is located 79 m away the center of
the ARGO-YBJ central carpet in the southeast direction.
The telescope (named WFCT-02) has been operated start-
ing from 2008. Another similar instrument (named WFCT-
01) is 99 m off the center of the ARGO-YBJ carpet in
the northwest direction. Both WFCT-01 and WFCT-02 are
the prototypes of the future telescopes of the LHAASO
experiment [19,20].
Each Cherenkov telescope [17] consists of an array of
16 × 16 Photonis XP3062 photomultipliers (PMTs) and a
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4.7 m2 spherical aluminized mirror. It has a field of view
(FOV) of 14° × 16° with a pixel size of approximately
1° × 1°. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) signals are fed to
preamplifiers through a DC coupling and digitized by 50-
MHz flash analog-to-digital converters (FADCs). The
telescope also measures the sky background light intensity
using the DC coupled PMT signals as a baseline. The
telescope unit together with the power supply and a slow
control system are installed in a 2.5 m × 2.3 m× 3 m
shipping container. A glass window is installed at the
entrance aperture to prevent dust from entering the
apparatus. The main optical axis of the telescope has an
elevation of 60° and observes showers within an angle of
about 30° from the zenith. A simple majority trigger (SMT)
was used for the science data collection that requires at least
three adjacent PMTs above a threshold of 30 photoelectrons
(PEs) within 160 ns. The shower image records the accu-
mulated Cherenkov photons produced in the shower devel-
opment. In our simulation and data analysis the PMT
photocathode spectral response curve from the PMT data
sheet [21] was used. A UV LED (375 nm) mounted at the
center of the mirror, together with two pre-calibrated PMTs
on the focal plane (two XP3062 PMTs, same as the ones
used in the WFCT, were calibrated at the HiRes laboratory
with a hybrid photo diode that was calibrated at US NIST.
See [17] for more details.), was used to calibrate the gain of
all 256 Photonics PMTs and monitor their stability during
the data collection. The systematic uncertainty of the
calibration is about 7% [17]. The PMTs were operated at
a gain of 2 × 105, covering a linear dynamic range between
10 PEs and 3.2 × 104 PEs. As described below, the total
number of photoelectrons in the Cherenkov image is used to
reconstruct the shower energy. The shape of the shower
image recorded by the PMT array was used to select the
high-purity proton and helium-induced showers.
The ARGO-YBJ detector [13] includes a central RPC
carpet of ∼78 × 74 m2 with ∼93% active area, formed with
130 clusters, and 23 guard-ring clusters covering up to
∼110 × 100 m2. Each cluster (5.7 × 7.6 m2) is made of 12
RPCs, and each RPC (1.25 × 2.8 m2) is divided into 10
pads, which are read out by eight strips. Each strip
represents the space granularity of the detector. Signal
from each pad is sent to a time-to-digital converter (TDC)
and represents the time pixel with a time resolution of about
1.8 ns [22]. The number of fired pads in the central carpet
greater than 20 pads in a time window of 420 ns imple-
ments the inclusive trigger that starts the DAQ. The
corresponding trigger rate is ∼3.5 kHz. Data from the
RPC, which has a maximum density of 23 strips=m2, are
used to study the primary spectrum below a few hundred
TeV [15,16]. To enlarge the dynamic range up to PeV
energies, each chamber is equipped with two analog
readout “Big Pads” (1.39 × 1.23 m2) which collect the
total charge induced by particles passing through the
chamber [23,24]. The collected charge is calibrated to be
proportional to the number of charged particles [24–26].
The analog readout of the ARGO-YBJ RPC detector allows
for a very detailed and precise measurement of the number
of charged particles around the shower core induced by
cosmic ray primary particles with energy higher than
100 TeV. Four full scale dynamic gains were adopted in
different time periods in the analog readout system in order
to effectively cover the primary cosmic ray energy up to
several PeV. The full scale gains of 0.29, 2.13, 16.2, and
32.4 V have been used between December 2009 and June
2010, between July 2010 and August 2010, between
August 2010 and July 2012, and after July 2012, respec-
tively. The central carpet contains 3120 Big Pads, with only
3% of all channels not functioning properly. Two calibra-
tion methods, the iso-gradient method [25] and a method
based on the direct comparison between analog and digital
measurements [24], are applied to calibrate the gain of the
Big Pads. The difference between the two calibrations is
∼3.7% [25]. The gain of the Big Pads is determined with an
uncertainty of about ð2.3%Þstat þ ð3.5%Þsys in the single data
acquisition runs. Its mean time derivative is found to be
þ4.3%=year [24], indicating the detector stability. The
slight decrease of the signal charge, observed in the last
three years of operations, does not affect the digital readout
and the trigger efficiency.More details of the analog readout
performance can be found in previous reports [24,25].
According to Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, the largest
number of particles Nmax recorded by an RPC in a given
shower is a useful parameter to measure the particle density
in the shower core region, i.e. within 5 m from the core
position. For a given energy, Nmax is found to be smaller in
showers induced by heavy nuclei than that in showers
induced by light nuclei. Therefore, in this work Nmax will
be used to select different primary masses.
III. DATA AND SIMULATION
The EAS events that triggered both the WFCT-02 and
ARGO-YBJ detectors between December 2010 and
February 2012 are used for the analysis presented in this
paper. The coincidence events are selected by an off-line
matching of the GPS time stamp of events recorded by the
two detectors. A time window of 8 μs containing a WFCT-
02 event is searched for coincidence in the ARGO-YBJ
detector event stream. The Cherenkov telescope recorded
data in moon-less nights. Constraints on the exposure of the
hybrid experiment are given by weather and atmosphere
conditions, which were monitored by using the bright stars
in the FOVof the telescope and an infrared camera covering
the whole sky. More details about the criteria for the
observational conditions can be found elsewhere [18,27].
Under satisfactory weather and atmosphere conditions, a
total exposure time of 7.28 × 105 seconds was obtained
between December 2010 and February 2012, when the
RPC array was also taking data.
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We selected well-reconstructed showers in the effective
aperture of the ARGO-YBJ/WFCT hybrid system accord-
ing to the following criteria: (1) well-reconstructed shower
core position contained in the ARGO-YBJ central carpet,
excluding an outer region by 1 meter, (2) space angle
between the incident direction of the shower and the
telescope main axis less than 6°, (3) more than 1000 fired
pads on the ARGO-YBJ central carpet, and (4) more than
six fired pixels in the WFCT-02 PMTmatrix. About 32,700
events survived this selection. Among them, 8218 showers
have a reconstructed primary energy above 100 TeV. We
checked the possible saturation effects in both RPC and
WFCT-02 PMTs for all the selected events. All Nmax values
were found to be less than 2 × 104 particles, which is the
saturation point of Big Pads (see Fig. 24 of Ref. [24]). For
the events up to 3 PeV presented in this work, all telescope
PMT channels showed less than 3.2 × 104 PEs, the upper
limit of the PMT dynamic range. These cuts also garantee
that the Cherenkov images of the selected events are fully
contained in the FOV. The angular resolution for the
coincident events is about 0.3° and the shower core position
resolution about 2 m, according to the ARGO-YBJ
reconstruction [28]. The shower direction and the core
location reconstructed by ARGO-YBJ were used to deter-
mine the impact parameter, a fundamental parameter in
the analysis of the Cherenkov data. For the selected
showers, according to the MC simulation, the hybrid
measurement above 100 TeV has a nearly constant aperture
with energy, equal to 163 m2 sr (see the all-particle aperture
in Fig. 7 below).
Extensive air showers, including theCherenkov emission,
were simulated with the CORSIKA [29] package, where
high-energy hadronic interactions were simulated by
QGSJETII-03 [30] and low-energy processes by
GHEISHA [31]. The G4argo [32] package and a ray-tracing
procedure on the Cherenkov photons [33] were applied for
the simulation of the detector responses. Showers initiated
by fivemass groups including proton, helium,C-N-Ogroup,
Mg-Al-Si group and iron were generated in the simulation.
The configuration of all the materials in the ARGO-YBJ
experimental hall, the performance of the RPC array, and the
performance of the digital readout and analog readout of the
RPCswere included in the ARGO-YBJ detector simulation.
The detailed structure of the shipping container, the PMT
quantum efficiency, the characteristics of the mirror and the
glass windows, and finally the electronic readout system
were included in the Cherenkov telescope simulation. The
comparison between the simulation and data was made for
the distribution of the total number of photoelectrons in
Cherenkov images, the distribution of shower zenith angles
and impact parameters. The agreement was satisfactory,
with a χ2=n:d:f ¼ 1.6, 1.7, 1.5 for these three distributions,
respectively [18]. The composition and spectral model by
Hörandel [34], in the energy range from 10 TeV to 10 PeV,
was used in this comparison.
IV. SHOWER ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION AND
Npe DISTRIBUTION FOR ALL-PARTICLE
SPECTRUM
The shower energy is reconstructed from the total
number of photoelectrons Npe recorded by the
Cherenkov telescope. One advantage of using air
Cherenkov photons instead of charged secondary particles
in showers is that Cherenkov photons have much larger
attenuation length in the atmosphere than the radiation
length of charged particles. Therefore, a large amount of the
Cherenkov photons produced during the entire shower
development can be accumulated on the light collector of
the Cherenkov telescope. On the other hand, the number of
photoelectrons drops fast increasing the impact parameter
Rp due to geometric effects. An example is shown in Fig. 1
for proton showers of different energies. Because of the
shielding due to the walls of the container, the effective area
of the mirror also depends on the space angle between the
EAS incident direction and the Cherenkov telescope main
axis, denoted as α. Using a very large sample generated by
the simulation described above, look-up tables for the
shower energy with three parameters, i.e., Npe, Rp and α,
were produced for different mass groups. For a shower with
Npe measured by the telescope and Rp and α determined
using the RPC array, the primary energy can be read out
from these tables by assuming a mass group for the primary
particle. The distribution of the difference between the
reconstructed energy and the true one is found to be
symmetric and can be described with a Gaussian function,
regardless of the mass group assumptions. Using the look-
up table made for proton and helium primaries, the standard
deviation σ of the reconstructed energy for all particles (i.e.
five groups of proton, helium, C-N-O, Mg-Al-Si, and iron)
is 27%, and decreases to 23% when the look-up table is
Rp (m)
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FIG. 1 (color online). The total number of photoelectrons
Npe as a function of the impact parameter Rp for primary
protons. The color scale represents the shower energies in bins
of Δlog10ðE=1 TeVÞ ¼ 0.2, covering primary energies from
30 TeV to 10 PeV.
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made for heavier primaries. The primary energy determined
in this way shows a systematic shift that depends on the
nature of the primary. For example, the difference between
the mean energy of proton and iron showers is approx-
imately 37% as shown in Fig. 2, greater than the standard
deviation. This means, for a mixed primary composition,
that a correct all-particle energy spectrum could be obtained
only if the composition could be determined a priori and
the corresponding look-up table is used.
For this, in order to compare the energy distribution
of our events with the ones obtained by other experiments or
with existing models, we prefer to use the variable Npe
instead of the energy, avoiding the full energy reconstruction
that requires a specific mixture of primary masses to choose
the proper look-up table. Since the Npe is an observable
that does not depend on composition assumptions, we
compared the Npe distribution of our data with those
obtained simulating different all-particle spectra. Figure 3
shows the experimental distribution of Npe, compared with
the distribution of simulatedNpe obtained by using as input
spectra the all-particle spectra from the Tibet ASγ [35] and
KASCADE [10] experiments and the corresponding com-
position models. The Npe distributions obtained assuming
the composition models of Hörandel [34] and H4a [36] are
also shown in the same figure. The comparison covers an
energy range from 126 TeV to 15.8 PeV, according to the
conversion Npe energy given by the look-up table made for
1∶1 proton and helium primaries. An overall agreement is
found at a level of 30%.
V. HYDROGENANDHELIUMEVENT SELECTION
The secondary particles in showers induced by heavy
primaries are spread further away from the core region than
light primaries. Therefore, difference exists in the secon-
dary particle distribution near the core between showers
induced by light and heavy nuclei [26]. Beyond a certain
distance, e.g., 20 m from the core, the lateral distributions
become similar because they are mainly affected by
multiple Coulomb scattering of the secondary particles
and can be well described by the Nishimura-Kamata-
Greisen (NKG) function. With its full coverage, the
ARGO-YBJ array precisely measures the lateral distribu-
tion of the secondary particle density in the shower core
region. The number of particles recorded by the most hit
RPC in an event, denoted as Nmax, is a good parameter to
discriminate between showers with different lateral distri-
bution within 3 m from the cores. In a shower induced by a
heavy nucleus, Nmax is expected to be smaller than that in a
shower induced by a light nucleus with the same energy
[26]. Obviously, for a give primary mass, Nmax also
depends on the energy. We found from simulations that
Nmax is proportional to ðNpe0 Þ1.44 where Npe0 is the total
number of photoelectrons normalized to Rp ¼ 0 and α ¼
0° (see Fig. 4). We define a reduced dimensionless variable
pL ¼ log10Nmax − 1.44log10Npe0 to describe the Nmax and
Npe0 correlation.
The shape of the shower image recorded by the
Cherenkov telescope is also a mass-sensitive para-
meter. The elliptical characteristics are described by the
Hillas parameters [37], width and length. Generally, the
Cherenkov image is more stretched, i.e., narrower and
longer, for showers that are more deeply developed in the
atmosphere. For a given energy and impact parameter,
the length to width ratio (L=W) is a parameter sensitive to
the depth of the shower maximum, that is related to the
nature of the primary. It is also known that the images are
more elongated for showers at larger distance from the
telescope because of geometric effects. The ratio L=W is
nearly proportional to the shower impact parameter Rp
(Fig. 5), but in our case depends weakly on the shower size
true
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FIG. 2 (color online). The simulated distribution of ðEtrue −
ErecoÞ=Etrue for different mass groups in the energy range
500–800 TeV. The reconstructed energy is obtained from the
look-up table built for primaries pþ He in 1∶1 ratio.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Distribution of the number of Cherenkov
photoelectrons (Npe) measured by the telescope (filled circles).
The histograms represent the Npe distributions obtained by
simulations according to the flux models [34,36] and to the
all-particle spectra and corresponding composition models re-
ported by the Tibet ASγ [35] and KASCADE[10] experiments.
The bin size is 0.22 in log10Npe.
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measured by Npe0 . By a series of MC studies, we have
introduced a reduced dimensionless variable pC ¼ L=W −
Rp=109.9 m − 0.1log10N
pe
0 that takes into account the
L=W correlation with both Rp and N
pe
0 .
The H&He sample for this work was selected from the
coincident events by combining the two composition-
sensitive parameters pL and pC. MC studies show that
different composition groups can be statistically separated
on the pL-pC map [18]. A contour plot of the map for two
mass groups, H&He and all other nuclei (C-N-O, Mg-Al-Si
and iron) in the energy range between 100 TeVand 10 PeV,
is shown in Fig. 6. The cuts pL ≥ −4.53 or pC ≥ 0.78
result in a selected sample of H&He showers with a purity
of 93% below 700 TeVand an efficiency of 72% assuming
the Hörandel composition models [34]. The aperture,
defined as the geometrical aperture (163 m2 sr) times the
selection efficiency, gradually increases to 120 m2 sr at
300 TeVand remains nearly constant at higher energies (see
Fig. 7). The selection efficiency is defined as the ratio of the
selected number of H&He events and the total number of
injected H&He events in the simulation. In the selected
sample, the contamination from the heavy nuclei increases
with primary energy and depends on the composition.
Assuming the Hörandel composition [34], the contamina-
tion of heavy species is found to be 13% at energies around
1 PeV, and gradually increases to 27% around 3 PeV, which
is shown in Fig. 8. The contamination fraction for different
mass groups in Fig. 8 is defined as Ni/(NH þ NHeþ
NCNO þ NMgAlSi þ Niron) with Ni ¼ NCNO, NMgAlSi, Niron
 (m)pR
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FIG. 5 (color online). The length to width ratio (L=W) of the
shower Cherenkov image as a function of the impact parameter
Rp, for showers with log10N
pe
0 between 5.0 and 5.3, according to
simulations. The separation between the different mass groups is
visible.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Composition-sensitive parameters pL and
pC for two mass groups, H&He (solid contours) and heavier
masses (dashed contours) including 1∶1∶1 mixing of CNO,
MgAlSi, and iron. The primary energy of the plotted events is
between 100 TeV and 10 PeV. Numbers on the contours indicate
the percentage of contained events.
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FIG. 7 (color online). Aperture of the hybrid experiment. Solid
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groups is visible.
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for i ¼ 1, 2, 3. The associated uncertainty on the light
component flux is discussed below.
For the selected H&He events, their energies are better
defined because the intrinsic difference between H and He
showers of the same energy is smaller than 10% in our
detectors, which is significantly lower than the energy
resolution. About 40,000 simulated events that survived all
the reconstruction quality cuts and the H&He selection
procedure were used to derive the resolution of the
reconstructed energy. We compared the reconstructed
energy Ereco and the true energy Etrue in the MC simulation.
The distributions of the ΔE ¼ Ereco − Etrue at 300 TeV,
1 PeVand 3 PeVare shown in Fig. 9. The energy resolution
is about 25%, nearly constant, with an offset less than 3%
throughout the energy range up to 3 PeV (Table I). This
helps to achieve a minimal distortion of the spectrum in the
interested energy range.
VI. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PROTON
AND HELIUM
The flux of H&He is calculated by
JðEÞ ¼ ΔN
Measured
H&He
ΔE · T · AH&He
¼ ΔNH&He þ ΔNHeavy
ΔE · T · AH&He
; ð1Þ
where ΔNMeasuredH&He is the measured number of H&He-like
events in an energy bin (ΔE). ΔNMeasuredH&He has two parts,
ΔNH&He (the number of pure H&He events) and ΔNHeavy
(the number of heavy contamination events) in each energy
bin. T is the total exposure time for the used data. AH&He is
the aperture of the hybrid detection system for pure H&He
component.
Following the H&He selection and energy reconstruction
procedures described, respectively, in Secs. V and IV, we
have obtained the energy spectrum of the H&He component
shown in Fig. 10. The number of events in each energy
bin and the corresponding detector aperture are shown
in Table I. The bin width is chosen to be 0.2 in
log10ðE=1 TeVÞ, corresponding to the resolution listed in
the sixth row of Table I. To take into account the energy
resolution and possible smearinglike bin-to-bin migration
between the true and reconstructed primary energies, a
Bayesian algorithm [39] was applied to unfold the recon-
structed events. The selection efficiency for He showers is
about 80%of that forH showers. The observed spectrumcan
be successfully fitted with a broken power-law function
JðEÞ ¼

JðEkÞ · ðE=EkÞβ1 ðE < EkÞ
JðEkÞ · ðE=EkÞβ2 ðE > EkÞ
ð2Þ
with Ek ¼ 700  230 TeV, JðEkÞ¼ð4.650.27Þ×
10−12GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1, β1 ¼ −2.56  0.05 and β2¼−3.240.36. The relatively large error on the breaking
energy Ek is due to the limited statistics. Considering a
systematic uncertainty in the absolute energy scale of 9.7%
(see the next session for a more detailed discussion), the
systematic uncertainty in Ek is estimated to be ∼70 TeV.
We previously reported a similar analysis with tighter
cuts for light component selection to obtain a H&He
sample with higher purity (98% assuming the composition
models given in [34]) for events below 700 TeV [18]. The
aperture in that analysis was much smaller (∼50 m2 sr, as
shown in Fig. 7) and the selection efficiency was around
30%. The H&He spectrum that we previously obtained was
consistent with a single-index power law, in good agree-
ment with CREAM [7] and ARGO-YBJ [15,16] results
(see Fig. 10). The overall difference between our flux and
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FIG. 8 (color online). The contamination fraction (%) of events
of different heavy composition groups that survive through the
H&He selection cuts. The Hörandel model is assumed in the
simulation.
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the other measurements was found to be less than 9%,
which makes us confident on the hybrid observation and
the new analysis techniques developed for the measurement
of both the absolute flux and the primary energy.
In the current analysis we adopt the same technique
described in [18] but with looser cuts, in order to have a
larger statistics and reach higher energies. As a conse-
quence, the selected event sample purity is reduced to 93%
below 700 TeV assuming the same composition model.
Since the contamination of heavy nuclei increases with
energy (see Fig. 8), the heavy contaminant not only
increases the observed H&He spectrum flux, but also
changes the spectrum index. To estimate how much the
heavy contaminants introduced by the looser selection cuts
affect the spectrum shape and index, we tried to subtract
them from the spectrum by using the composition model
given in Ref. [34]. We simulated the number of heavy
nuclei that passed the selection cuts for each energy bin.
The result is reported in the last row of Table I. Fitting
the spectrum after the subtraction of these events, we
obtain Ek ¼ 770 200 TeV, JðEkÞ ¼ ð3.25 0.22Þ×
10−12 GeV−1m−2 s−1 sr−1, β1 ¼ −2.62 0.05, and
β2 ¼ −3.58 0.50. This value of β1 is in excellent agree-
ment with the spectral index −2.63 0.06 in our previous
report, and correspondingly consistent with the spectral
indexes reported by CREAM [7] and ARGO-YBJ [15,16].
The statistical significance of the observed knee feature
reported in Fig. 10 was estimated by comparing the number
of events observed above the knee with the number of
events expected by extending at PeVenergies the spectrum
measured below the knee. The number of expected events
in the three energy bins above the knee is 82, 39 and 20,
respectively. The difference between the observed number
of events (see Table I) and the expectation from a single
power-law spectrum corresponds to a deficit with a
statistical significance of 4.2 standard deviations. To see
if any artificial feature could have been produced in our
TABLE I. Relevant data related to the H&He spectrum evaluation. For each energy bin of the spectrum, the table reports (1) the
logarithm of the energy, (2) the number of H&He-like events, (3) the measured flux, (4) the aperture, (5) the energy resolution, (6) the
energy offset in the energy reconstruction, (7) the number of contaminating heavy nuclei evaluated under the assumptions given in
the text.
log10ðEmin=1 TeVÞ-log10ðEmax=1 TeVÞ 2.1–2.3 2.3–2.5 2.5–2.7 2.7–2.9 2.9–3.1 3.1–3.3 3.3–3.5
log10ðEcenter=1 TeVÞ 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4
Number of events 1030 640 339 156 64 21 9
1012 × FluxðGeV−1m−2 s−1 sr−1Þ 212.1 6.6 63.1 2.5 20.9 1.1 6.01 0.48 1.51 0.19 0.315 0.069 0.083 0.028
Aperture (m2 sr) 90.6 119.4 120.3 121.7 125.7 124.5 128.5
Energy resolution 26.2% 25.7% 24.9% 25.1% 24.6% 24.2% 23.8%
Energy offset −0.04% −0.6% −0.3% 1.9% 2.2% 1.0% 0.1%
Contaminating heavy nuclei 20.1þ6.0−4.5 39.2þ5.5−10.0 28.2þ2.5−7.4 13.7þ1.0−3.5 9.4þ1.4−2.4 5.3þ1.4−1.3 3.4þ1.2−0.8
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FIG. 10 (color online). H&He spectrum obtained by the hybrid
experiment with ARGO-YBJ and the imaging Cherenkov tele-
scope. A clear knee structure is observed around 700 TeV. The
H&He spectra by CREAM [7], ARGO-YBJ [16] and the hybrid
experiment [18] below the knee, the spectra by Tibet ASγ [9] and
KASCADE [10] above the knee are shown for comparison. In our
result, the error bar is the statistical error, and the shaded area
represents the systematic uncertainty.
TABLE II. Summary of systematic uncertainties.
1. Systematic uncertainties in the absolute energy measurement:
Weather/atmosphere conditions 7.6%
Photometric calibration 5.6%
Interaction models 2.1%
Composition models 1%
2. Systematic uncertainties on the H&He flux:
The contamination
of heavy nucleia
−ð1.5 ∼ 2.5Þ%@158 TeV
−ð29 ∼ 51Þ%@2.5 PeV
ARGO-YBJ RPC calibration 7%
Interaction models 4.2%
Boundary selection 3%
H&He selection efficiencies 3%
Saturation of RPCs 0.03%
aContamination of heavy nuclei is not constant with energy
and is dependent on composition models. The composition
models of Ref. [34], Ref. [36] and Ref. [38] are assumed to
estimated the uncertainties.
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analysis, we also conducted a dedicated simulation accord-
ing to the composition model given in Ref. [34] that
includes five different mass groups. After applying the
same MC data quality cuts and the selection procedure for
H&He showers, we obtained the reconstructed spectrum.
The comparison between the reconstructed spectrum and
the input H&He spectrum is shown in Fig. 11. The shaded
area represents the systematic uncertainty caused by the
contamination of heavy nuclei and boundary selection,
which is discussed in the next section. Both spectra agree
with each other within the systematic uncertainty, with no
new kneelike breaks in the reconstructed spectrum.
VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties discussed below include the
uncertainties in both the reported flux and shower event
energy reconstruction. The systematic uncertainties in the
shower energy reconstruction include the following:
(1) The uncertainty in the weather and atmosphere
conditions is estimated by using the starlight in
the Galactic plane recorded by the Cherenkov tele-
scope. A variance of <9.5% in the light intensity is
observed after the good weather condition cuts,
which corresponds to an uncertainty of 7.6% in
the absolute energy scale.
(2) The uncertainty caused by the photometric calibra-
tion. The photometric calibration itself has an un-
certainty of 7%. It introduces about 5.6% uncertainty
in the energy determination. More details about the
photometric calibration can be found elsewhere [17].
(3) The uncertainty related to the interaction models
assumed in the simulation. By considering the high-
energy interaction models SIBYLL and QGSJET,
the uncertainty is found to be about 1.0%. For
the low-energy interaction models GHEISHA and
FLUKA, this uncertainty is about 1.9%.
(4) The uncertainty associated with the composition
assumptions in the simulation, which was estimated
by using several available composition models in-
cluding theHörandelmodel [34], theH4amodel [36],
and the one in Ref. [38]. About 1% of systematic
uncertainty exists in the reconstructed energy.
The main contributions to the uncertainty in the flux
evaluation include the following:
(1) The contamination of heavy nuclei, which is most
important source of uncertainty. This contamination
cannot be unambiguously determined since it de-
pends on the elemental composition of cosmic rays,
that is unknown in the energy range considered here.
The last row in Table I reports the expected numbers
of contaminating heavy nuclei assuming the
Hörandel composition model [34]. The contamina-
tion increases with energy, from about 2.5% of the
measured H&He flux at 158 TeV to about 13% at
1 PeV. The errors reported in the table, associated
with the number of contaminating events, indicate
the variation in case different composition models
are assumed, including those in Refs. [36] and [38].
Obviously, if the heavy components would be more
abundant than what described by the existing
models, the contamination could be proportionally
larger.
(2) The interaction models in the MC simulations. The
flux uncertainty is about 2.3% by considering the
high-energy interaction models SIBYLL [40] and
QGSJET, and about 3.5% by considering the low-
energy interaction models GHEISHA and
FLUKA [41].
(3) Boundary effects in the hybrid detector aperture
calculation. The associated uncertainty is related
to the resolution of EAS core and direction
reconstruction. By comparing the boundary defined
by the event quality cuts and the real geometrical
boundary, we found that the flux contains an addi-
tional uncertainty of about 3%.
(4) The difference between the H and He selection
efficiencies. In the flux calculation, we used the
same selection procedure for both H and He show-
ers, which results in an uncertainty of about 3% in
the overall flux according to composition models
being considered.
(5) The calibration that gives the observed number of
particles measured in the RPCs. The systematic
uncertainty in the particle measurement by using
the iso-gradient method to calibrate the RPCs is
10.7%, which also includes the uncertainty from
the RPCs long-term stability [25]. The difference
between the iso-gradient method and the other
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FIG. 11 (color online). Comparison between the input H&He
spectrum according to Ref. [34] and the reconstructed one. The
slightly harder reconstructed spectrum shape is consistent with
the contamination from heavier components shown in Fig. 8. The
shaded area represents the systematic uncertainty caused by the
contamination of heavy nuclei and boundary selection.
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calibration method described in Ref. [24] is about
3.7%. A flux uncertainty of 7% is found by
combining these two methods to evaluate the num-
ber of particles measured by the RPCs.
(6) The saturation in RPCs. Each Big Pad has a dynamic
range up to ∼2 × 104 particles (see Fig. 24 of
Ref. [24]). UsingNmax¼2×104, we have log10Npe0 ¼
6.13 for pL ¼ log10Nmax − 1.44log10Npe0 ¼ −4.53
(−4.53 is the lower of the pL parameter boundaries
for the H&He selection). The events with log10N
pe
0 ≥
6.13 are about 0.03% of total number of events in the
energy range of log10ðE=1 TevÞ ¼ 3.3 to 3.5 accord-
ing to our simulations. Because each RPC consists of
two Big Pads, Nmax is therefore always greater than
the number of particles recorded by one Big Pad.
Therefore, the effect of the saturation of Big Pads can
be ignored in the H&He selection below 3 PeV.
Systematic uncertainties are summarized in Table II. The
total systematic uncertainty on the reconstructed energy is
9.7%. The total systematic uncertainty on the flux is plotted
as the shaded area in Fig. 10.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the standard scenario of the cosmic ray origin,
supernova remnants (SNRs) are considered the main source
of Galactic cosmic rays. If about 10% of the supernova
kinetic energy is fed into cosmic rays, SNRs can easily
account for the energy density of cosmic rays resident in the
Galaxy. Diffuse acceleration processes inside SNRs can
produce a power-law spectrum up to very high energies
with a spectral index close to 2. Theoretical models predict
a rigidity dependent spectrum, and the kneelike feature
observed in the all-particle spectrum may correspond to the
maximum rigidity to which the dominant population of
sources can accelerate cosmic rays, or may be related to the
leakage from our Galaxy. This interpretation is further
supported by the LHC results which exclude any dramatic
change in the features of the hadronic interaction at least up
to 1017 eV [42]. Thus the determination of the shape of the
energy spectrum of proton and helium primaries, the most
abundant elements and the first ones to reach the maximum
acceleration energy, is of special relevance to understand
cosmic ray acceleration and propagation in the Galaxy. In
the ARGO-YBJ/WFCTA-02 hybrid experiment proton and
helium induced showers have been selected with high
efficiency by means of two mass-discriminant parameters,
namely the number of charged particles in the shower
core and the shape of the Cherenkov light image. These
parameters weakly depend on the hadronic models in the
analysis. The data of the hybrid experiment show a clear
steepening in the flux of these light elements starting at an
energy of about 700 TeV. Even taking into account the
systematic uncertainty affecting this result, the decreasing
flux of the primary proton and helium nuclei at energies
below 1 PeV implies that the knee of the all-particle energy
spectrum is likely related to the steepening in the energy
spectrum of heavier components.
Indications about such a low-energy knee for H&He
spectrum have been previously reported or favored by other
experiments, including the Tibet ASγ [35], CASA-MIA
[12], and MACRO [43]. Using a traditional emulsion
chamber and the EAS array, Tibet ASγ observed very
steep single-index power-law spectra of protons and helium
nuclei that extends to about 100 TeV at the lower energy
end. CASA-MIA reported the light component (H&He)
event distribution, which has a break, without discussing
the shower detection efficiency though, the H&He selection
efficiency correction, or a possible contamination from
heavy components. This experiment also provides indirect
evidence of a low-energy knee in the proton spectrum,
namely a rigidity-dependent composition changing its trend
below 1 PeV. Using underground muons information,
MACRO experiment results imply the existence of a knee
around 500 TeV.
On the other hand, it is very interesting to note that the
multicomponent unfolding analysis of the KASCADE data
attributes the knee of the all particle spectrum observed at
about 3.5 PeV to a steepening in the flux of protons and
helium nuclei, even if the inferred spectra may depend on
the hadronic code used in the analysis (see Fig. 10). This
result determines that the individual nuclear components of
the primary cosmic rays fall off at a magnetic rigidity of
about 3 PV. The spectral features observed by KASCADE-
Grande at energies up to 1017 eV are currently interpreted
in the framework of this rigidity scaling model. However,
the issue of whether SNRs are able to accelerate protons up
to a few PeV is still an open question.
Precise measurement of the knee position for different
mass components is of great theoretical interests in the
study of cosmic ray origin. For example, whether SNRs are
able to accelerate protons up to a few PeV is still an open
question. The original work of Lagage and Cesarsky [44]
fixed at about 100 TV the maximum rigidity achievable
in the stochastic shock acceleration at supernova blast
waves expanding in an average interstellar medium. Several
attempts have been undertaken to better model this process
for a more efficient acceleration. Magnetic field amplifi-
cation [45], oblique shocks [46], acceleration in red-giant
or Wolf-Rayet star winds [47] or acceleration at the
Galactic-wind termination shock [48] are among the
proposed processes able to extend the maximum energy
beyond the knee region. The result of the hybrid experiment
may mitigate the problem of reaching very high energies in
supernovae, but determines new constraints to the inter-
pretation of the KASCADE-Grande results. This issue has
been discussed in [38]. The authors find that, while the
ARGO-YBJ/WFCTA-02 hybrid experiment result can be
easily accounted for, it is difficult to reconcile the results o
f both experiments in the framework of a model of type II
SNRs expanding in the wind produced by the red
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super-giant progenitor stars. While predictions of other
models are needed for a more complete comparison, this
analysis points out the problem of combining results from
very different experiments. A new-generation very large
array, such as the proposed LHAASO experiment [19,20],
densely instrumented to measure many EAS observables,
should be able to investigate with unprecedented accuracy
the features of the all-particle spectrum and their chemical
composition over a wide energy range from 1014
to 1017 eV.
In summary the joint operation of the ARGO-YBJ
detector with a wide field-of-view imaging Cherenkov
telescope allowed a detailed investigation of the energy
range bridging the gap between the direct observations of
CREAM and the ground-based KASCADE experiment.
This hybrid experiment yields a clear evidence for a
kneelike structure in the spectrum of light primaries
(protons and helium nuclei) at about 700 TeV. The
observation of the knee of the primary light component
at such a low energy provides valuable inputs to justify and
improve Galactic cosmic ray acceleration models.
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